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Montmorency -- the man leading a double life, torn between his two identities -- returns in this gripping
sequel to MONTMORENCY: THIEF, LIAR, GENTLEMAN?

Five years after giving up his life of crime in the London sewers, Montmorency is back. But his evil alter
ego, Scarper, has returned too, pulling him back into a dark world of crime.

Montmorency's old friend and fellow government agent, Lord George Fox-Selwyn, fights to rescue him from
disaster. The two men are needed now more than ever, as a rash of bombings threaten to destroy England's
rail lines. And only Montmorency's intimate knowledge of the London underworld can save the city...
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From Reader Review Montmorency On The Rocks: Doctor,
Aristocrat, Murderer? for online ebook

Sue says

Wonderfully narrated by Stephen Fry, this book picks up the story of Montmorency a few years after the first
book. He has been working with Lord Fox-Selwyn as a spy, essentially, and travelling abroad a great deal.
We find that he has a drug problem and I thought his battle with this was done quite well. He meets Dr
Farsett again and the three of them work on two mysteries: two bombs in London and several deaths of
babies in Scotland. These two mysteries don't particularly tie together in any way, which felt a little clumsy,
but they were both interesting in their own way. I still enjoyed hearing about Bargles, Fox-Selwyn's London
club, with its silly room names such as Eats Major (large dining room), Eats Minor (you can guess...) and
Plotters where private conversations could take place. This is an enjoyable adventure and I would read
another in the series.

Paula says

This book is the second in this series, following on from Montmorency, and as with the previous volume,
this book focusses on the exploits of the eponymous (anti)hero - however, in Montmorency on the Rocks, our
protagonist is forced to widen his circle of trust to include others for the first time since his escape from
prison.

Who else can discover the connection between an explosion at Kings Cross and a series of deaths on a
desolate Scottish island other than Montmorency and his friends? Can our hero learn to trust other people,
including the man who once saved his life? If not, this is going to be a very short book...

I enjoyed this very much, as was the case with Montmorency, so I'm looking forward to seeing where the
author takes our hero in the two remaining books (while also keeping my fingers crossed for more...) - the
series continues in Montmorency and the Assassins.

Amy says

I am really fond of Montmorency: Thief, Liar, Gentleman?, the first book in this series. In fact, I've read it at
least four times. I thus began this book with some expectations and excitment.
I've been waiting to get my hands on the Montmorency sequels for years.
The problems with this book are rather glaring. But so are the positives. It is an excellent Victorian-era novel
of daring adventures, redemption, and mystery.
In the first book of this series, Montmorency turns himself from a second-rate criminal into a white collar
thief and gentleman. He's now a familiar figure around the clubs, and an active agent for the British
government with his friend Lord George Fox-Selwyn. This sequel begins five years later, with Montmorency
and Fox-Selwyn returning from a year abroad. The British government needs their assitance. Someone is
bombing train stations. Meanwhile, on a tiny island in Scotland, babies are dying and no one can solve why.
So......Montmorency, Fox-Selwyn, and Dr. Farcett spend most of the book traveling from London to
Scotland with appearances from Scarper, the unforgettable Cissie, and even Vi and her Mom. The mysteries



themseleves really aren't that compelling and their solutions are predictable, but they are engaging enough to
make them perfect for the intended reading audience.
On one level, its a very good book. Interesting characters, lots of dramatic action, a flicker of...you might call
it romance.
But from a literary standpoint, its rather dreadful. Overly dramatic, confusing and slightly weird romance,
characters that stand rather one dimmensionally.
I love the characters, but they are rather one dimmensional and "character change" is...well, it isn't classic.
Lord Fox-Selwyn brings to mind a sort of "sherlock holmes" character and Montmorency has a bit of
Remington Steele character about him.
I would say this is a middle school/high school age book. Older ages can enjoy it, but I have a feeling, like in
my case, its just not written for an older auidence. The characters are to dramatic and the plot convenient for
anyone used to reading books like The Count of Monte Cristo, The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes, or even
Ivanhoe.

(view spoiler)

Richard says

Picked this up from a share-a-book rack. Pleasant read. Nice characters, some history, interesting locations.
Appears to be a book for teens, but still good read for adults.

Lady Knight says

Eleanor Updale has followed up with a great sequel! Montmorency is lovable despite his many flaws (or
maybe because of them?) and the many new characters (and the old) are crafted very well. Definitely one to
read.

After spending a year abroad in the service of Her Majesty, Montmorency and Fox-Selwyn return to London.
Unfortuneately Montmorency has started to destroy his body with his growing dependance on a drug he
found in a market in Turkey. Worried about his friend, Fox-Selwyn arranges a trip to his brother's estate in
Scotland for himself, Doctor Farwcett and Montmorency. This will be the first time the Doctor and former
prisoner 493 will see each other since their last scientific exhibition.

As they leave London, however, an explosion rocks the station and Fox-Selwyn is called back to London to
investigate. The Doctor takes Montmorency with him to the northern-most tip of Scotland; to the island of
Tarimond. Arriving at Tarimond they discover a terrifying situation: all of the babies are dying before the
age of three months, and no one knows why.

Montmorency must juggle helping both his friends with their investigations as he retires Scarper.



Kater Cheek says

This well-researched Victorian age thriller takes place in London and Scotland, and features a doctor, an
aristocrat, and a thief as the main characters. Montmorencey is the thief, Farcett is the doctor, and Fox-
Selwyn is the aristocrat.

I'd picked this up trying to keep abreast of current YA series, figuring that with a well-written series you can
come in on the second or third book and figure out what was going on. I was able to, though it had that
character heavy tone that later books in a series sometimes get, despite the fact that this is only the second.

The plot involves two mysteries; one is an island in northern Scotland in which the babies on the island
sicken and die soon after birth. The second plot involves an explosion, blamed on a gas leak, which was
actually caused by a bomb. Fox-Selwyn has been asked to help solve the bomb leak, Farcett wants to solve
the mystery of the dying babies, and Montmorency wants to help them both.

These are both interesting mysteries, but the book took a long damn time to get around to them. It's a
hundred pages in before either mystery is even mentioned. The first part of the book concerns with Fox-
Selwyn's attempts to help both of his friends, who are having personal crises. Farcett is distraught about a
death he accidentally caused in the operating theater, so distraught that he's considering leaving the medical
profession entirely. Montmorency, meanwhile, has an opium addiction. Farcett and Montmorencey have a
history together, though they don't know each other by name. I think that was the main plot of the first book,
and it's hinted at in this one, but not explained in detail. I have no issue with that.

What I do have issue with is why this was on the shelf as a YA book. I'm utterly baffled. Not only are there
almost no young adult characters in it, but the themes are not ones that one often finds in YA. It's not about
finding your place in society, realizing truths about the outer world, or the flush of new romance. It's about
having a midlife identity crisis following a failure, about judging too harshly, and about what happens when
your drug use and/or other past crimes come back to haunt you. These are adult themes.

I liked the characters, I liked the plot (when it got around to it) and if I had read the first book and cared
enough about Montmorency to care whether he threw of his opium-lust or not, I wouldn't have minded the
plodding start. It feels well researched, and the setting details felt quite nice. The pacing had quite a few
issues (slow start, not sure about time lapse, etc.)

As a Victorian-themed adventure novel, Montmorency on the Rocks is reasonably successful. As a YA
novel...no.

Hazel West says

Thoughts on the Overall Book: As I thought when reading the first one, this is one of those series that the
first book is slower than the rest to build up the characters and the story line, and I really appreciate how
Updale did that. So many YA authors rush through stories and then you don't really get to know the
characters at all. Montmorency, however, was introduced well and you come to care for him and his friends,
and this book, as I predicted, was a little faster paced. I'd also like to point out another thing I really like
about these books. Updale can write a very engaging story without the flash and dash of most modern
fiction. There are no over the top action scenes, it's actually more like what it would be like to be a spy in the



real Victorian London, but it's not any less exciting for that. It's just more realistic, and for that, I really like
these books.

Characters: Again, I loved Montmorency, Fox-Selwyn, and now Farcett who joined the duo. I'm still trying
to figure out how I feel about Vi. I don't dislike her, but I'm trying to decide if she annoys me sometimes or
not. I'll probably know by the next book. I did like Morag and Maggie however, and I really hope that we
might meet them again in later books.

Problems/What bothered me: There was nothing that really bothered me. I can even say using Irish
nationalists as the bombers bothered me because it did happen. And of course, there were always more
radical Irish rebels and then the ones who tried the best they could, and I would be a poor historian not to
point that out. Because not everyone in a cause is the same even if they fight for the same thing. And
O'Connell had his reasons, and I felt bad for him being thrust into the situation he was. Also there are
mentions of drug use in this book, but it's not condoning it in the least, so you shouldn't worry about it.
Besides, take into consideration the time period; during the Victorian era, a lot of people were taking opium
or something of that nature. If it bothers you, think of it as historical accuracy.

Conclusion: 4 stars. I liked this book even more than the first one, and I am excited to read the next ones.
Montmorency is fast becoming a favorite character of mine.

Recommended Audience: Again, anyone who enjoys Sherlock Holmes would like these books, and older
teens.

Christaaay - Christy Luis Reviews says

If you're into high-stakes mysteries, torturous backstory, and fabulous European historical fiction, this book
is right up your alley. This second installment in the adventures of Montmorency was even better than the
first, in my opinion. The cool thing about it? If you read it first, it might be more interesting! You can read
the first book afterwards to get to know Monmorency even better.
Montmorency has been living as his better upper-half personality, rather than his low-life identity, "Scarper."
Traveling the world with his best friend, Lord George Fox-Selwyn, as a spy for England, he's pulled off
some amazing feats...but also gotten into some trouble. His friend will try to help him back to grace while
they solve two equally disturbing mysteries ravaging their homes.
The mysteries, the suspense, the immediate connection we feel with old and new characters, pulls this read
above the first. I loved every minute of this book.
I've listened to both the Montmorency reads on my ipod; the library loans them out for free.
Enjoy!

Kathy says

Definitely not what I was hoping for after enjoying the first book so much. I didn't like all of the drug use
and still don't understand it's place in the story. I'm disappointed in this one and don't know if I'll continue
with the series or not.



Autumn says

Interesting developments with Montmorency and crew in this second tale. The story lines could have been
stronger and had more complete resolutions—there were too many unresolved bits that I would have liked to
see finished—but it could have been worse. The themes of forgiveness for past mistakes and making a new
life could have been stronger, especially since Montmorency's and his doctor's lives are based on such; it was
a shame to miss out on a stronger connection to the characters. The title is a bit misleading because, unlike
the title of the first novel in the series, not all of these descriptions are about Montmorency. (If they're
supposed to be, I missed it.) The pictures on my cover reference other characters, which strikes interest but
doesn't match the first installment. Fair storytelling, but again, needed more to be completely satisfying. Two
and a half to three stars. (I read many other books between when I started and ended this book because I
couldn't quite get into this one right away. I didn't like what I was reading at first, but gave it another
chance.)

Shilo Quetchenbach says

Another action-packed tale in the life of Montmorency. The author's style holds the reader at a distance, and
sometimes I wonder whether we're supposed to be rooting for Montmorency and his friends, laughing at
them, holding them in contempt or a complicated mix of all three. In any case, an enjoyable read when my
head is too muzzy with this cold to do anything else

Autumn says

I found it hard to get into this book after the first one. The transition from the first book to this sequel is
really uneven. The first was suspenseful, and there were hints about Montmorency's character and past that I
was hoping would be further explored. Instead we miss out on hearing about his life of spying in the East
with Selwyn-Fox, and almost immediately end up in Scotland. The bombing case wasn't very compelling,
and I still don't find Fox-Selwyn and especially Montmorency to be characters so much as lightly shaded
habits and personalities. The first book held a lot of promise (I wished it was an adult book at times), with
themes of duality, reformation, redemption, and morality, but this book didn't further any of them. I am
going to keep reading the series and hope that the next books are a little more compelling.

Wizzy says

My mother picked this book up for me in the library, but sadly, without its predecessor. So I started reading
and I have to admit that my mother chose well. Only two big issues with this book, 1)the start was slightly
slow and it definitely caught up speed in the second half 2) I felt as if I had read it before. I think this is
mainly down to the fact I am a Sherlock Holmes superfan and it is set around the same time and
Montmorency appears to be a very similar character. However, I feel this only added to my enjoyment of the
story and I agree that it must be difficult to write a new sleuth when the greatest detective ever created is
there to influence you. So yes, I enjoyed this book, yes I will hopefully get hold of the first one and yes, I



will most certainly be reading the rest of the series.

Kit★ says

Yay for pbswap, I didn't have to wait long on the wishlist to get this one. I waited to read it, for a few weeks
at least, before I couldn't resist any longer. At first, I was sort of wanting to hear more of Montmorency and
Fox-Selwyn's adventures in spy work in foreign countries. Still think that would've been fascinating. But I
ended up enjoying the adventures that did happen. Montmorency's addiction took me by surprise, I didn't
think he'd fall to anything like that. Fox-Selwyn really proved to be a character I grew especially fond of. I
liked how he brought his friends around, and reintroduced them to each other, forming them into a three man
team of sorts. I was intrigued by the mystery of the dying babies on Tarimond, eager to see it solved. I was
hoping little Jimmy would survive when so many others hadn't. The London bombing mystery sort of had
me hooked too, but I was more worried about keeping the little ones alive. I'll admit I was also taken with the
scenery in that area. I could imagine it all cold and windy, ocean crashing on the rocks... I have to say that
the explanation surprised me. Just when I was feeling smug that my guess as to who the suspect was was
right, the real truth comes out. It was sad, but made sense. I'm glad things were figured out and the new
children born would have a much better chance of surviving. And I couldn't help but like Maggie, and Morag
and her family. The resolution to the mystery in London though didn't seem to be as big of a deal. While they
were searching for the suspect and putting together the pieces, it was exciting. Meeting up with Vi and her
mother again was nice. Vi becoming more of a real character instead of just a background one was cool too. I
wasn't expecting really to see her again, so it was neat. Sad about her mother though, as she was likable in
the first book. And her announcement there at the end, with her decision to stay on Tarimond... whoa! Out of
left field, and leaving me with questions! Is it Montmorency? That's my guess, though no real flirting or
relationship was ever shown, only sort of very lightly maybe hinted at. I do like the two of them together,
and couldn't help but laugh at their shopping expedition to get her shoes. There a few varied moments in the
story that had me laughing. I liked Dr. Farcett's role in the story too, he's a good character, though I'll admit
I'm not as fond of him as I am of Montmorency and Fox-Selwyn. In the end, I found this sequel to be highly
enjoyable. I went ahead and ordered books 3 & 4, so I'll probably be diving into them as soon as they get
here, which can't be soon enough for me!

Giavanni says

Montmorency on the Rocks: Doctor, Aristocrat, Murderer?
Montmorency is back at it again with all new problems.The book “Montmorency on the Rocks:DAM?” by
Eleanor Updale is focus on the hero and his friends having some complications in their lives.The story is
again about Montmorency,only this time instead of helping England, he needs help!
The theme of this book is that one should always be able to look past one's mistakes and for one to try and
right his mistakes. He supports it by having characters that have problems that are very bad for one's health
and others. It helps the reader understand that though a person has made a mistake, even if it is a great one,
that you should always be able to look past, not forgive, but look past it.
What i like about this book is that it makes characters step into the spotlight and have their own opinions and
little stories. That is something that the previous book lacked much so. However, I didn’t like the spotlight
being on Montmorency, but not really being about him. He is such an interesting character still in book two
that I still like the spotlight mostly on him. It affects me by showing that, even though he was a thief and is
going through some problems, he still deeply cares for his friends and this really toward me shows that some



people are actual good human beings. Sure they can be rough, unpolished, and just plain annoying, but their
are some people that truly care about someone in their life. I would fully recommend this book to anyone, it
has an amazing story with unbelievable good characters, sure some parts are somewhat sad and bad to read,
but there are a lot of funny and thrilling parts in between.


